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What did you do? 

CASE STUDY

What were the benefits / value? 

How can others adopt this practice? 
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	Project or Process: Angmering School Extension
	Author / Parties Involved: Burns Guthrie and Partners, Chartered Architects
	Theme 1: [3D Modelling]
	Theme 2: [Collaboration]
	Theme 3: [Software]
	Benefit / value 2: Ease of sharing information with site
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	What Did You Do?: Only our second use of BIM software (Archicad) in 2018 to generate a single model file from which all graphic output was derived. Use from visualisation in RIBA Stage 2 to record drawings at Stage 6.

Output was via pdf, but we also issued BIMx files to the site manager. This meant he had tablet access to the measurable 3D model and all drawings anywhere on site.

BIM design was not a stated client requirement, but our choice.
	Benefit / value 1: Speed of production of information
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	How can others adopt this practice?: Invest in hardware and software of your choice and basic training. Investigate the market first. Interoperability and cost/value are key. Our experience is that you will see a return within the first year. Explore avenues for grants.

Focus on producing what you would normally deliver at first but always explore what more you can do for future projects.  

Target using the strengths of the software to add service value, including illustrating your design  interactively.
	Additional comments: The use of BIM design software has significantly improved our service to our clients even though we have not reached the depths of its power. BIM software is now used as standard practice.

We can truly design in 3D both creatively and with a level of technical accuracy that reduces risk of costly mistakes (for us and our clients). 

We share 3D design models with other consultants and site staff to ensure coordination and understanding. 

"The digital access to files on site was invaluable. I was able to update to the latest version of the BIMx file in the site office onto my iPad, then go anywhere on site with the 3D model together with all the linked architect’s drawings at my fingertips. I frequently used the 3D model to illustrate to site staff what we were building. I could even measure from the model whilst out on site to check distances. This convenience resulted in significant time savings for me and others on site." Paul Laker, Senior Site Manager, Sunninghill Construction Ltd. 

Push boundaries. We are currently looking at the automatic scheduling of building elements and materials to help project costing and embodied carbon analysis.

Invest time in developing a template as it will reap dividends.

A word of warning. Be prepared to change your charging schedules or to invest time at early design stage. This will bear fruit at technical design stage.
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	Benefit / value 3: Accurate coordination of construction elements
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